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What do our riders want?

Accurate data. Reliable information.
Seamless trip experiences.
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Things were bad, like
really bad
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We needed a fresh start

• Partner with a leading mobile app to quickly improve the customer experience

• Create an accurate and consistent customer experience

• Maximize flexibility for the future

• Minimize Agency exposure to risk
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What we found in Transit

• Like minds committed to the
superpowers of public transit

• Best and brightest to help us improve
our systemic data & delivery issues

• Active collaborator to source and scale
new features for riders

• Time to figure out what’s next for
Metro
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Helping our riders
LOVE THIS APP

Coming from the old Metro app for
Los Angeles I was interested to see
what this app offered. The old app
was never accurate. This app is good.
It gives me many choices to ride to
work as well as shows me real time
where a bus is located. Very
accurate. Details are amazing. Glad I
downloaded. Thank you.
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★★★★★ ratings and rave reviews
improve how riders perceive LA
Metro

Quick projects, like mapping
places to get vaccinated

Keeping riders up-to-date about
service changes
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Special Map Layers

Integrated polling and drop box locations for
elections as well as vaccination sites

Users could access more information and plan a
trip directly to those locations
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Crowding Predictions

Transit reviewed Metro’s historical APC
data, and developed a machine learning
algorithm to estimate crowding levels
using this data
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Targeted Survey
Distribution

Transit deployed campaigns to promote
Metro surveys via in-app banners and push
notifications to directly to Metro riders

September 2021 - North Hollywood to
Pasadena BRT Project

January 2022 - Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project

Leveraged Transit’s targeting capabilities to
engage users by geography and rider
behavior

Connected directly with Spanish-speaking
riders, yielding higher engagement and
volume than other tactics
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Campaign results

North Hollywood to Pasadena BRT Project

Over 5,500 highly targeted unique riders in Eagle
Rock and Burbank saw the banner with a click
through rate (CTR) of 9.49%

Push notifications were more successful among
Spanish-speakers and saw a CTR of 14.55% in
Burbank and 12.18% in Eagle Rock

Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project

Targeted multiple key geographies and reached
over 32K unique users with the in-app banner
with a CTR of 8.8%

Over 49K users received a push notification with
a CTR of 7.65%
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What’s next?

• Transit contract expires in April 2023

• An improved rider experience on Metro.net

• Custom rider alerts and improvements across the entire customer
journey
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Centering the Customer
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Early Prototypes
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Thank you!

John Gordon
Senior Director Strategy, Digital,
and Advertising
gordonj@metro.net // @j6ordon
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